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Alex attends his first social gathering with Sebastian, though this Halloween masked ball is far from

normal. When Sebastian bumps into an old friend, the night takes a surprising turn, exposing Alex to

new pleasures. The forbidden room is finally revealed, and Alex doesn't like what he sees. Earning

a raise has never been harder with Sebastian assigning him a test that threatens to push Alex to his

breaking point. This is the third installment in a series.Previously published as His Emo Servant:

Ball, Anniversary, and Chastity by K. Matthew.
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I love how Alex is growing and I to see that Sebastian is starting to open up a little more to Alex. The

love that Sebastian has for Alex isn't one that is expressed, but it's in the way he caresses for him. I

just hope they can express their feelings to one another before it's too late.

I am Going to start off by saying this is not my cup of tea however, if you are into BDSM this series

just might be for you. While reading this series I have noticed the Dom does not go over this

contract with the submissive nor does Sebastian take the time to make sure Alex understands what



he is getting himself into. I noticed after Alex signs the contract Sebastian tells him he should have

requsted to negotiate before he signed the contract, so basically it's to late you signed contract

stays as is. The four some scene with three men and one female was pretty hot. It's clear to see

Alex has feelings for Sebastian however, I am not sure if Sebastian returns those feelings or if it's

just the Dom slave aspect that truly matters to him. With that being said "I received a copy of this

book and voluntarily left a review".

Kyler does it again! Here is another HOT installment in this series and just like the other two, I could

not put it down! I received this Advanced Reader Copy of this book and I voluntarily reviewed it.This

installment is a little darker than the first two books but Kyler writes about it in such a manner that I

was fanning myself it was so incredibly sexy!You have to read both one and two of this series to

understand the journey that Alex and Sebastian have been on and continue to travel together on but

they are all quick reads and leave you wanting, craving and desiring more! And now I want to read

installment four and Sebastian's party, should be one exciting installment and one HOT party!Keep

it coming Kyler (heehee)! Loving this series!!

This was book 3 of "The Billionaire's Servant" series Alex attends his first social gathering with

Sebastian, a Halloween masked ball. When Sebastian bumps into an old friend, the night takes a

surprising turn, exposing Alex to new pleasures. This book was a little darker than the first two. In

this book you also get to see how much Alex means to Sebastian. The head game Sebastian keeps

playing is annoying at times. The scene with the other Dom and his servant was great. He seemed

to be able to loosen up a bit. The sex scenes were good. This book was well written like the first to

books with no errors in grammar or spelling. I am looking forward to reading the next book in this

series.

I guess this series was now ruined because Alex was just a whore now since Benjamin was allowed

to rape Alex by Sebastian approval. When an employee is now being whored out (they call it

sharing) an is demeaned by other "friends" of Sebastian this "sharing" is an unfortunate turn of

events I thought i read something into the tone of the story that Sebastian aka Master felt something

for Alex but of course now I was wrong... it taints the whole story.. and in the nezt book Alex will be

prosituted to everyone at Sebastians party..How can he do that..but he employes this 19 year old for

500 a week what a cheap ass billionaire.. well lets see what disappointments lie ahead inthe next

book....



Um, I have read a lot of questionable things, but this is making me sick to my stomach. I got about

30 percent through and had to stop at their first "scene". In less than three pages, even knowing its

just a story, my hands were shaking and I was actually feeling fear! Scared for a character, not

feeling anticipation. I'm sorry, I don't give a darn what you think, this is just wrong. So inaccurate,

abusive, and horrible. This isn't BDSM, it is criminally sadistic, and not at all healthy. Pass. And if

you know what BDSM is supposed to be, you'll thank me for warning you away.

This series is so hot! This book is definitely more extreme as Sebastian gets more into BDSM with

Alex after his three month anniversary working for him. I really like BDSM books, but beware some

of it that is in this book is really into high levels of pain. There were parts that made me wince, but I

still loved it. Kyler Matthew does such a good job writing it. After reading this part, I was glad that I

already had the next one, because I did not want to wait to continue reading it. I voluntarily reviewed

this advanced copy, and I highly recommend it for you, as long as you are good with the warning.
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